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     Executive Summary 
Today, Complementary Metal-Oxide Silicon (CMOS) technology is important in the electronics 

industry.  CMOS technology is the building block of the integrated circuits found in computers, sensors, 

telecommunications equipment, signal processing equipment, and many other electronic products.   

 

Such devices face power consumption problems as their size decreases.  These issues are due to 

thinner insulating layers between an individual device's components.  As the insulating layers are 

designed thinner, they become less ideal and begin to leak current.  The current flows across the highly 

resistive insulating layers and generates heat.  This heat causes the insulating layers to become even less 

ideal. 

 

In the short term, this problem limits battery life and decreases the performance of any product 

containing a CMOS device.  In the long term, this compounding phenomenon creates heat dissipation 

issues and limits the miniaturization of current CMOS technology. 

 

A MEMS-based cantilever can be applied to a CMOS device as a switch to eliminate insulating 

layers and consequently minimize power consumption. The following objectives are crucial to the success 

of a new CMOS device: 

1. Cantilever dimensions are in the micro or nano scale 

2. Actuation voltage is less than 1 V 

3. Natural frequency of the cantilever is greater than 1 GHz 

 

The MEMS-based cantilever is an ideal solution to minimize CMOS power consumption.  

Minimizing power consumption is an excellent way to advance CMOS technology into the future: 

1. Recovered battery life reduces product costs and increases their quality 

2. CMOS devices can continue to be miniaturized without regard to current power dissipation 

issues 

3. Further miniaturization will enhance performance in computers, sensors, telecommunication 

equipment, and signal processing equipment. 

Cantilever materials, geometry, and construction techniques can be optimized to achieve these 

goals and launch the next generation of CMOS devices.  Further research is needed to calculate the 

natural frequency of a cantilever, and to determine real world construction capabilities before this 

technology can be successfully commercialized. 
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Contributions:  Sam Annor 
1. Research 

a. Researched possible cantilever based FET/Switches. 

b. Researched current leakages in traditional MOSFET. 

c. Researched in the possible materials to improve the performance of the MOSFET and 

that of a cantilever based FET. 

d. Researched in the hierarchy of current leakages as to which one is worst compared to 

the other. 

e. Researched in Parallel plate capacitance and electrostatic force. 

f. Researched in the cantilever FET designs and how they eliminate the current leakages. 

g. Researched in the pulse generation circuitry. 

2. Designs and Calculations 

a. Designed the pulse generation circuit based. 

b. Calculated the values involved in the circuit construction. 

3. Others  

a. Initial Gantt chart construction. 

b. Gave presentations on Option Selection, Materials, Prototype and Future work. 

c. Designed mid-review and final posters. 

d. Made the Executive Summary brochure. 

e. Wrote the Design Evaluation Chapter or final report contribution 

f. Coordinated the EE presentation and poster session. 

g. Constructed the pulse circuit for testing. 

 
 

Contributions:  Brett Burgstahler 
 I began the semester by researching papers suggested by our project advisor, Professor Cui.  I 

gained a better understanding of our problem and current solutions from the paper.  After further 

discussion with the group and advisor, I decided there were two major parameters in our problem: pull-in 

voltage and natural frequency. 

 I began modeling the pull-in voltage using basic equations I found in a paper.  I found an equation 

for the capacitive force and an equation for the mechanical restoring force in a cantilever.  I set these 

equations equal to each other (to satisfy equilibrium) and plotted distance vs. voltage.  This graph is 

Figure 3.2.1 in the report.  This modeling effort helped the group understand the pull-in voltage 

phenomenon. 
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 Next, Professor Cui recommended a paper devoted to the pull-in voltage (Appendix B).  This 

paper gave an accurate model of the pull-in voltage as a function of beam geometry and material.  This 

was the final model we used to calculate pull-in voltages. 

 I also modeled the natural frequency.  I began my efforts by creating my own finite element 

model.  I discritized the beam into individual sections where each section had an independent mass and 

stiffness.  Each beam section was then modeled as a second order mass-spring system.  The model 

accepted an external force and outputted the deflection at each section of the beam. 

 I originally thought this would be a very powerful model.  It could account for a varying cross 

sectional area and any number of sections to obtain accurate solutions.  However, as we progressed I 

realized the model had major problems.  Each section was totally independent; shear forces and 

moments where not transmitted from section to section.  Additionally, the model outputted a deflection, 

not the natural frequency. 

 After the original model broke down, I met with Professor Kelso (vibrations instructor) to discuss 

other techniques.  He introduced me to the Rayleigh-Ritz effective mass method.  After studying the 

method, I learned that the effective mass was only a function of the loading condition.  This was the final 

method we used to calculate the natural frequency. 

 After implementing the effective mass method, I investigated more advanced techniques.  

Professor Rajamani (system’s instructor) introduced me to a nodal finite element method.  Unfortunately, 

he estimated the model would take 4 weeks to implement which was not within our current time frame.  

Additionally, I learned on my own that a full Rayleigh-Ritz method includes an equivalent beam stiffness 

and an equivalent force.  Unfortunately, I learned this too late to fully understand or implement. 

 After finalizing equations for both parameters, I implemented them in a Matlab program.  In the 

beginning, the program calculated the pull-in voltage or the natural frequency for a range of beam 

dimensions.  I met again with Professor Kelso and learned about a merit method to combine the two 

functions and find an optimal solution.  The final program allowed the user to enter all beam geometry 

and material properties and created 2D and 3D graphs of pull-in voltage, natural frequency, and merit 

functions vs. beam geometry which allowed us to optimize the beam.  The final code contained over 1300 

lines. 

 The prior contributions took me 2/3 of the way through the semester.  The final 1/3 of the 

semester was devoted to the final report.  I first revised and then re-wrote the Table of Contents and 

Introduction chapter.  Second, I revised and re-wrote the Concept Selection Chapter.  Third, I wrote the 

Modeling and Design Overview chapters.  Fourth, I made minor revisions to the Design Evaluation 

chapter.  Fifth, I wrote the Conclusions chapter.  Sixth, I made revisions to the executive summary.  

Finally, I made the revisions suggested by Professor Chase to the final paper and burnt it to a CD. 
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Contributions:  Dongwoo Lee 
1. Research 

a. Researching the possible effect of Resonance frequency in the cantilever based FET. 

b. Researching the effects of varying dimensions of the cantilever on overall mechanism of 

the FET. 

c. Researching the appropriate materials for the cantilever of theFET and chose the best 

material. 

d. Researching the current leakage in the FET. 

e. Researching possible mechanisms for the cantilever based FET like Piezoelectric effect, 

Tunneling effect, Bymorph, magnetic force, the force exerted by the current. 

f. Researching the effect of “Grooved Cantilever” in the FET. 

g. Researching other possible mechanisms to substitute the original mechanism of the 

prototype. 

h. Researching appropriate material for the prototype. 

2. Calculations 

a. Calculating the minimum limitation of the fabricable size of the beam of the FET. 

(Considering possible machines to make the beam) 

b. Calculating the minimum distance of the gap between the cantilever and the substrate of 

the FET. (Considering the tunneling effect and the roughness) 

c. Calculating the deflection of the beam of the FET when the voltage difference is existed. 

d. Calculating the natural frequency of one simple modeled cantilever which has one fixed 

side and one free side. (As a result I found the relation between the natural frequency 

and the deflection and the natural frequency and the dimensions of the beam.) 

e. Calculating the damping force exerted on the beam of the FET because of the air. (Using 

Reynolds Transport Theory) 

f. Calculating the deflection of the prototype 

g. Calculating the distance of the moving laser point, which magnifies the deflection of the 

cantilever in the prototype. 

3. Others  

a. Making the WBS. 

b. Giving presentations about the reason of using cantilever in the FET. 

c. Making the poster’s “Options to selection for our FET” part. 

d. Modifying the Executive Summary. 

e. Designing and fabricating prototype of ME part which consist of a beam, a substrate and 

the insulator. 
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Contributions:  Thor Xiong 
1. Updating Gantt Chart 

a. Track all team activities and constraint times  

b. Update what activities need to be done on time 

2. Assisting Circuit Design 

a. Research online for sample design. 

b. Build circuit in P-Spice. 

c. Note down possible designs. 

d. Go with EE member to meet Professors. 

3. Researching and Ordering Electrical Parts 

a. Search for parts on Digikey.com. 

b. Check Spec-Sheets for proper design requirements. 

c. Check for proper materials. 

d. Make order at EE stock-room. 

e. Make sure orders are arrived on time. 

f. Pick up orders. 

4. Testing circuits 

a. Make sure circuits are properly built and wired. 

b. Measuring voltages and currents on Multi-meter. 

c. Check resistor tolerance levels. 

d. Make sure apply voltage at required range. 

e. Check proper wave-forms and measurement on oscilloscope. 

f. Modify circuit for correct out-put. 

g. Ask Professor for suggestions. 

h. Propose laser-pointer to test cantilever. 

5. Assisting Poster Design 

a. Work on CMOS images and CMOS background information. 

b. Check image sizes and spellings. 

c. Suggest layout and design ideas. 

d. Print poster. 

6. Assisting Final Report Write-Up 

a. Write Introduction and Table of Contents. 

b. Write Executive Summary. 

c. Add an update Gantt chart. 
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d. Work with team for necessary changes. 

7. Prepare Needed Equipments  

a. Borrow function generator, oscilloscope, and power supply from lab manager. 

b. Borrow laser pointer from project Advisor. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
1.1:  Introduction to Project 

Current transistor scaling technologies face a miniaturization limit in the near future due to power 

dissipation issues.  A cantilever based field effect transistor (FET) can be utilized to lower power 

consumption and thus overcome this hurdle leading to increased microprocessor performance.  

1.2:  Mission Statement 
The objectives of the project are to create a cantilever FET in the micro/nano scale with an on/off 

voltage less than 1 V that is capable of frequencies greater than 1 GHz by optimizing the cantilever 

materials and geometry.  The final deliverable of the project is a numerically optimized design and a non-

functional, scaled-up visual prototype. 

1.3:  Introduction to CMOS Devices 
 CMOS technologies emerged from a metal-oxide silicon field effect transistor (MOSFET) 

proposed by J. Lilienfield in 1925.  Issues with materials prevented progress on the device until the 

“silicon planar process” was invented over 40 years later.  The first CMOS device was produced at 

Fairchild Semiconductor Research and Development in 1967. 

There are two types of MOSFETs; n-channel (typically called NMOS) and p-channel (typically 

called PMOS).  The ‘n’ refers to a material containing more electrons than protons and the ‘p’ refers to a 

material containing more protons than electrons.  The NMOS has heavily doped n-type ‘source’ and 

‘drain’ regions that are fabricated on a p-type substrate called the ‘body’.  The ‘gate’ is the part of the 

substrate between the source and the drain.  It has a thin coat of insulating silicon dioxide covered by a 

conductive material such as a polycrystalline silicon or metal.  The application of a potential difference 

between the source and the gate will result in the formation of an induced n-channel beneath the gate 

which will cause current to flow between the source and the drain.  

The PMOS is the exact opposite of the NMOS (in terms of the type of materials used at the 

regions) which has a p-type source and drain regions fabricated on an n-type body. The variation of the 

source to gate voltage results in the creation of a p-channel which will cause current to flow between the 

source and the gate.  A technology that utilizes both the PMOS and the NMOS transistors is termed 

complementary MOS or CMOS for short. 

 Today, CMOS devices can be found in almost all electronic applications ranging from personal 

computers to sensors to telecommunications.  The miniaturization of these devices has allowed for ever 

more small, complex, fast, and accurate devices to be constructed.  However, as stated in section 1.1, a 

major hurdle lies in the path of further development: power dissipation. 

1.4: Introduction to CMOS Power Dissipation Problem 
 An ideal CMOS device has no power dissipation issues.  However, as the CMOS device is 

miniaturized, it becomes less ideal because the semiconducting layers between various components 
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become thinner and begin to leak current.  These leakage currents can be generalized in four categories 

(also reference Figure 1.4.1): 

1. Junction leakage current (IREV) 
• The junction leakage occurs from the source or drain to the substrate through the 

reverse-biased diodes when transistor is OFF. 
2. Gate induced drain leakage (IGIDL) 

• The gate induced drain leakage (GIDL) is caused by the high field effect in the drain 
junction of transistor. 

3. Gate direct-tunnelling leakage (IG) 
• The gate leakage flows from the gate through the “leaky” oxide insulation to the 

substrate. 
4. Source to drain current leakage [Sub-threshold (weak inversion) leakage (ISUB)] 

• The sub-threshold leakage is the drain-source current of a transistor operating in the 
weak inversion region. 

 

Figure 1.4.1:  Various Leakage Currents 

 These leakage currents flow across the resistive semiconductor layers in the device.  The current 

across the resistance is a power loss.  The lost power is converted into heat.  The magnitude of these 

leakage currents is dependent on the device size (as stated previously) and on device temperature.  

Consequently, as the device shrinks, it leaks more current and becomes hotter which causes even more 

current to leak!  The largest currents by magnitude are ISUB (a.k.a. drain to source) and IG (a.k.a. gate to 

source).  As the device is miniaturized, IG approximately equals ISUB.  Data on ISUB can be found in Figure 

1.4.2 and Figure 1.4.3. 
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Figure 1.4.2:  ISUB as a function of temperature and size 

 
Figure 1.4.3:  Power Consumption as a function of Temperature 

 

1.5:  Customers 
 The customer of the cantilever based field effect transistor project is Professor Cui and other 

researchers in the low power FET field.  In addition to the needs of these customers, there are properties 

that a FET has to posses to function.  A combination of customer needs and device requirements can be 

seen in Table 1.5.1. 
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# Need Importance 
1 Small Size 2 
2 Power Consumption 1 
3 High Frequency 2 
4 Easy Manufacture 3 
5 Durable 3 
6 Fatigue Resistance 1 
7 On Resistance 1 
8 Parasitic Capacitance 1 
9 Heat Transfer 1 
10 Resistance to External Forces 2 
11 Production Cost 4 
12 Pull-in < 1V 1 
13 Off Capacitance 2 
14 Compatible Materials/Parts 2 
15 Repeatable Design 1 
16 Marketing Success 3 

17 Operates in wide range of Environmental Conditions 2 
Note:  1 is most important, 4 is least important 

 
Table 1.5.1:  Customer Needs and Device Requirements 

The customer needs are qualities of the envisioned device.  These qualities are quantified in a product 

design specification seen in Table 1.5.2. 
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Table 1.5.2:  Product Design Specification 

 
 

 
Chapter 2: Concept Generation and Selection 
2.1: Concept Generation 

To complete concept generation, each group member was required to brainstorm 10 different 

models (see Appendix A for a condensed version of the brainstorming session).  After this exercise, it 

was determined that all of the designs were variations of three basic concepts: separate gate, separate 

source, separate drain.  Appendix A also shows many variations on geometry.  The geometry of the 

problem was simplified to a rectangle to make modeling tasks easier and to allow us to focus more 

heavily on power consumption issues related to a separate gate, separate source, and separate drain 

designs. 

A separate source design places the source on the cantilever.  This design separates the voltage 

potential from all other components and eliminates all leakage currents but it is difficult to construct due to 

complicated shapes and material interfaces required.  A separate gate design places the gate on the 

# Metric Importance Units Marginal Value 
Ideal 
Value 

1 Cantilever Bottom to Substrate Distance 2 μm 4 2 
1 Device Width 2 μm 20 10 
1 Device Height 2 μm 10 5 
1 Device Length 2 μm 200 100 
2 Source to Gate Leakage Power 1 μW 2 1 
2 Source to Drain Leakage Power 1 μW 2 1 
2 Source to Substrate Leakage Power 1 μW 1 0.5 

2,12 Pull-in Voltage 1 V 5 1 
2,13,16 Off Capacitance (Power Dissipation) 2 μF 0.0001 0.000001 
2,7,16 On Resistance 1 Ω 1 0.1 
3,16 Natural Frequency 2 GHz 1 4 

4,11,16 Cost 3 $ 0.001 0.00001 
4,11,14 Construction Time 3 Seconds 10 1 
5,6,16 Life Cycle 2 Cycles 1.00E+16 1.00E+20 
8,15 Parasitic Capacitance (stiction) 1 μF 0.0001 0.00001 

9,16 Heat Transfer 2 W/m2 1000 10000 
10,16 Resistance to External Forces 2 N 100 200 
16,17 Temperature Range 2 °C 50-150 -50-200 

16,17 Humidity Range 2 Φ(%) 40-60 0-100 
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cantilever and separates the gate potential from other components.  This design does not affect source-

drain leakage currents but it is relatively easy to construct.  The separate drain design places the drain on 

the cantilever.  This design does not separate any voltage potentials and therefore does not inhibit any 

leakage currents.  This design is also difficult to construct.  For further clarity, diagrams of each of the 

three designs can be found in Figure 2.2.1. 

2.2: Concept Selection 
Using a weighted method, the final model was selected out of the three design models: separate 

source, separate gate and separate drain.  The criteria used to select a design were chosen based on the 

Customer Needs (reference Figure 1.5.1) and Product Design Specification (reference Figure 1.5.2).  This 

design project is driven by our customer, Professor Cui and other researchers investigating cantilever 

based FETs.  Professor Cui desired an investigation of the relationship between pull voltage and natural 

frequency in cantilever beams.  He also desired a study of the minimization of power consumption in 

FETs.  Thus our design is driven by the shape of the beam (which determines the relationship of the pull 

voltage and the natural frequency) and the power consumption of the FET. 

All three designs would have essentially the same shape and would have the same relationship 

between pull voltage and natural frequency.  Consequently, this metric was not included in the concept 

selection chart. 

The three designs would differ greatly in power consumption.  As mentioned previously, the 

separate drain design does not lower any leakage currents and will not affect the power consumption of 

the device.  The separate gate design eliminates gate to source leakage but does not affect the drain to 

source leakage.  The separate source design eliminates both gate to source leakage and drain to source 

leakage which positively impacts the power consumption more than any other design. 

The power consumption outweighs the cost and builds time in this design because the project is 

based on a low power FET, not an easily constructed FET.  The actual concept selection chart can be 

seen in Table 2.2.1.  Based on the chart, the separate source design was chosen to be analyzed. 

Metric (PDS) Criteria Weight Separate Gate 
Separate 
Source Separate Drain 

2 Gate to Source Leakage Power 4 1 1 0 
2 Drain to Source Leakage Power 4 0 1 0 
2 Source to Substrate Leakage Power 4 0 1 0 

4,11,16 Cost 2 1 0 0 

4,11,14 Construction Time 2 1 0 0 

Note:  Weight is the Importance from the PDS inverted (i.e. 1->4, 4->1) 
Total: 8 12 0 
Rank: 2 1 3 

 

Table 2.2.1 Concept selection chart 
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Figure 2.2.1 Final Design 

 

 
Chapter 3:  Modeling Overview 
3.1:  Introduction 
 An electrostatically actuated cantilever beam must be modeled with respect to the customer’s 

most important parameters (reference section 2.2): the pull-in voltage and the natural frequency.  The 

modeling was implemented by creating a custom Matlab file where a user can enter specific values for 

height, width, length, gap, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, and loading conditions (voltage).  The 

file outputs 2 and 3-dimensional graphs of pull-in voltage vs. height, length, and/or width (any two of the 

three) and natural frequency vs. height, length, and/or width (any two of the three). 

 Additionally, the file outputs merit functions.  A merit function is the combination of two 

parameters by multiplication or division.  For example, this project requires a large natural frequency and 

a small pull voltage.  The pull voltage divided by the natural frequency (Natural Frequency/Pull Voltage) 

will be a measure of the performance of these two parameters.  If this function is plotted over a range of 

values, the maximum function value will be the most optimum solution to these two parameters (reference 

section 3.4 and Chapter 4). 

3.2:  Pull-in Voltage Modeling 
The pull-in voltage of a cantilever beam is a unique situation arising due to the quadratic nature of 

the fundamental equation involved.  Equation 3.2.1 relates the electrostatic force in a capacitor to the gap 

distance and Equation 3.2.2 relates the elastic restoring force in a cantilever structure (modeled as a 

spring) to the deflection. 
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F = εo*A*V2/(2*g2) 
εo is the permittivity of free space 

A is the capacitive area 
V is the voltage 

g is the gap distance 
 

Equation 3.2.1:  Electrostatic Force 

F = K(go-g) 
K is the spring constant of the cantilever beam 

go is the initial gap distance 
g is the gap distance 

 
Equation 3.2.2:  Mechanical Restoring Force 

The forces in Equation 3.2.1 and Equation 3.2.2 must be equal in order for the beam to be in 

equilibrium.  Combining the two equations and representing them as a quadratic yields equation 3.2.3. 

-Kg3+2*Kgo-g2-εo*A*V2 = 0 
Equation 3.2.3:  Quadratic representation 

 Equation 3.2.3 demonstrates that the system has as many as three and as few as zero stable 

gap distances given a constant voltage (third order polynomial).  Two or more stable gap distances lead 

to a pull-in situation.  Zero stable solutions imply the electrostatic force is greater than the elastic restoring 

force can become.  A situation with two stable solutions is represented in Figure 3.2.1 (go = 4 μm).  As the 

voltage is increased, the gap is decreased.  Once the point 

 
Figure 3.2.1:  Representation of Pull Voltage 
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represented by the red circle is reached, the cantilever is “sucked down” because gap any smaller 

requires less voltage than the amount currently applied.  Thus the pull-in voltage of this situation is 3.66 

volts. 

 An academic paper1 presents a highly accurate pull-in voltage model (reference  

[1]:  Ahmadi, M., Chowdhury, S., Miller, WC., A closed-form model for the pull-in voltage of an 

electrostatically actuated cantilever beam, Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 756-763, 14 

February 2005. 

Appendix B).  This model was utilized to calculate the pull-in voltage of a cantilever beam given a gap 

distance, width, height, and length as well as material properties of a theoretical cantilever beam.  The 

output of the program was verified using values given in the paper.  A sample output that was compared 

to the paper can be seen in Figure 3.2.1. 

 
Figure 3.2.2:  Sample Output of Pull-in Voltage Model 

Reference the “Pull Voltage” of 35.37 V in Figure 3.2.2 to Appendix B, page 761 (of the paper itself), table 

1, case 1.  The “VPI new model” lists 37.84 volts as the pull in voltage.  The discrepancy between the 

paper and the Matlab model is likely due to rounding error in constants (such as the permittivity of free 

space) used in the Matlab file.  The error is too small to cause significant issues for the purposes of this 

project. 
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3.3:  Natural Frequency Model 
 The natural frequency of the system will be modeled as a mass-spring system.  The damper of 

the more traditional mass-spring-damper system will not be included due to the fact that 

structural/mechanical systems have very little damping.  Ignoring the damping will have minor effects on 

the natural frequency calculations.  Such a simplification is common in analysis practice. 

 The natural frequency of a mass-spring system can be found as sqrt(k/m) where k is the stiffness 

of the beam (for a evenly distributed load, k=(8EI)/L3, where E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the cross 

section moment of inertia, and L is the length of the beam) and m is the mass of the beam 

(density*width*length*height).  Such a calculation assumes that all the mass of the beam is condensed as 

a point load on the end of the beam.  This model can be used for estimation purposes but the natural 

frequency it yields is much lower than the actual natural frequency. 

 A more accurate model can be generated using Rayleigh-Ritz effective mass method.  The 

method assumes an effective mass and the natural frequency is found as sqrt(k/meffective).  Meffective is 

calculated as follows for an evenly distributed load: 

Assume a sinusoidal displacement with respect to time: 
Y = Ymax*sin(ωnt) (3.3.1) 

where Ymax is the maximum deflection given a loading condition  
and ωn is the assumed natural frequency 

 
Assume a displacement with respect to distance along beam 

Y = px2(6L2-4xL+x2)/(24EI) (3.3.2) 
where P is the load/length and L is the length of the beam 

 
Ymax = P*L3/(8EI) (calculated by setting x=L in 3.3.2) (3.3.3) 

 
Taking the derivative of 3.3.1 yields the velocity 

V = Ymax*ωn*cos(ωnt) (3.3.4) 
 

The maximum velocity can be calculated as 
Vmax = Ymax*ωn 

= P*L3/(8EI)*ωn (3.3.5) 
 

The following ratio will always hold: 
V/Vmax = Y/Ymax (3.3.6) 

 
Solving for the velocity: 

V = Px2(6L2-4xL+x2)ωn /(24EI) (3.3.7) 
 

The kinetic energy of an elemental piece of mass along the beam can be found as: 
ΔT = .5*(m*dx)V2 (3.3.8) 

where m is the elemental mass and dx is the elemental length 
 

Substituting the velocity and integrating along x yields: 
T = .5m((P*ωn)/(24EI))2*(104/45)*L9 (3.3.9) 

 
Rearranging 3.3.9 yields 

T = .5m((PωnL4)/(24EI))2*(104/45)*L (3.3.10) 
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Notice that: 

(PωnL4)/(24EI) = (Ymaxωn)/3 (3.3.11) 
 

Substituting 3.3.11 into 3.3.9 and remembering mL=M (density*length*width*height) yields: 
T = .5*M*(104/405)*Vmax

2 (3.3.12) 
 

Meffective can found by comparing 3.3.12 to the kinetic energy of a system: 
T = .5MV2 (3.3.13) 

Meffective = (104/405)*M (3.3.14) 
 

The natural frequency of the system is then found as: 
ωn = sqrt(k/Meffective) (3.3.15) 

where k = 8EI/L3 (3.3.16) 
 

The above derivation was applied to a cantilever beam with a uniformly distributed load.  The 

same analysis can be applied to any loading condition.  Different loading conditions will result in a 

different Meffective (3.3.14) and different k (3.3.16).  For example, for a point load applied to the end of the 

beam Meffective is 33/140 and k = 3EI/L3. 

A uniformly distributed load is the most appropriate loading condition to apply to our problem.  

The beam is actuated by a capacitor where the force is a function of the distance between the beam and 

“ground” and the voltage across the beam and the “ground” (the force is also a function of other 

parameters).  The voltage is ideally applied as a pulse (off immediately to on immediately to off) in the 

system.  When the voltage is first applied, the beam has no deflection.  Even just before “pull-in” point, 

the beam has little deflection.  Because relative deflections are always small, the force applied along the 

beam is relatively constant.  Consequently, a uniformly distributed loading condition is the most accurate 

loading model. 

3.4:  Custom Matlab Analysis Program 
 The models described in sections 3.2 and 3.3 were implemented in a custom Matlab application.  

The application allows users to enter specific values for the material properties (elastic modulus, 

Poisson’s Ratio, and density), geometry (width, height, length, and gap distance), and loading conditions 

(point load, uniformly distributed load, and voltage).  The user can then plot a multitude of 2-dimensional 

plots (stiffness, natural frequency, or force vs. width, length, height, or gap distance) as well as 3-

dimensional plots(pull-in voltage or natural frequency vs. length, height, and/or width (any two of the 

three)).  The 2-dimensional plots can be used to verify the 3-dimensional plots.  Both the 2 and 3-

dimensional plots maximum bounds are set by the user entered values of width, length, and height and 

the minimum bounds are set by width/5, length/5, and height/5.  The three dimensional plots also output 

the value (natural frequency or  pull-in voltage) at the maximum values inputted by the user.  A plot of 

natural frequency vs. height and width can be seen in Figure 3.4.1 and a plot of pull-in voltage vs. height 

and width can be seen in Figure 3.2.2. 
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Figure 3.4.1:  Natural Frequency vs. Height and Length 

 The application also creates merit functions based on the pull-in voltage and the natural 

frequency.  A merit function relates different functions and allows a user to optimize the solution.  In the 

case of this project, the natural frequency needs to be maximized and the pull-in voltage needs to be 

minimized.  Equation 3.4.1 relates these two parameters. 

 

merit = Natural Frequency/Pull-in Voltage 
Equation 3.4.1 

The maximum of Equation 3.4.1 will be the most optimum combination of parameters (height, width, and 

length) that affect the natural frequency and the pull-in voltage. 

3.5:  Other Analysis Techniques Considered 
 Other modeling possibilities exist for the natural frequency and response of the system.  A 

“modal” analysis is more common in practice but is also more complicated.  In such an analysis, the 

displacement of the cantilever is separated into a component that varies with distance along the beam 

and a component that varies with time.  The displacement that varies with distance will be a function of 

the different “modes” of the beam and will only depend on the instantaneous frequency of the beam.  The 

displacement that varies with time will be a function of the displacement of the cantilever and will only 

depend on the instantaneous loading conditions.  These individual components can be combined using 

convolution to obtain an accurate solution. 
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 The “modal” analysis was recommended by Professor Rajamani.  He estimated it would take 2-4 

weeks to understand and perform such an analysis.  Based on this time estimate, our group chose a 

more elementary analysis to make better use of our limited time frame. 

 
 

 
Chapter 4:  Design Overview 
4.1:  Product Function and Architecture 
 As stated in Chapter 1, the function of our product is to act as an improved transistor.  The 

improvement will be created by the use of a cantilever beam separating transistor components of different 

voltage potentials (reference Figure 4.1.1). 

 The transistor has three distinct voltage potentials; the source voltage, the drain voltage, and the 

gate voltage.  As the transistor is miniaturized, the semiconductor boundaries between these regions 

becomes less ideal and current leaks between components of different potentials.  To solve the non-ideal 

semiconductor boundary issues, the transistor components can be physically separated. 

 
Figure 4.1.1:  Cantilever Source Field Effect Transistor 

 As stated in Chapter 2, separating the source separates all potentials from one another.  The 

Drain and Gate have zero potential when the cantilever is not actuated.  Upon actuation (a voltage 

potential is applied across the source and the gate), the source simultaneously saturates the gate and 

connects the circuit between the source and the cantilever.  This mechanism allows current to flow 

between the source and cantilever. 

 The benefits of such a device are that there is physical separation between components of 

different potentials when the beam is not actuated.  The physical separation greatly reduces leakage 
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currents and consequently greatly lowers device power consumption.  When the device is actuated, it will 

function identical to a FET without a cantilever.  

 

4.2:  Solution Optimization 
 The geometry of the cantilever can be optimized using a “merit” method as described in section 

3.4.  The goals of our project are to create a cantilever with a pull voltage less than 1 volt and a natural 

frequency higher than 1 GHz.  The merit function in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 allows the designer to work 

towards an optimal solution. 

 
Figure 4.2.1:  Merit Function of Natural Frequency/Pull-in Voltage vs. Height and Length 
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Figure 4.2.2:  Merit Function of Natural Frequency/Pull-in Voltage vs. Width and Length 

Figure 4.2.1 shows a maximum at the smallest possible length and the smallest possible height.  

Figure 4.2.2 shows a maximum at the smallest possible length and the smallest possible width.  It should 

be noted that the width has little effect on the merit function.  Based on these results, any natural 

frequency coupled with any pull-in voltage can be achieved (both become more optimal as the beam 

geometry is shrunk). 

Thus, the optimal solution to the problem is not at a “certain” size.  The optimal solution is to 

make the beam as small as possible in all dimensions.  Three coupled design variables emerge: beam 

geometry, pull-in voltage, and natural frequency.  Putting specifications on two of the variables sets the 

acceptable values of the third variable.  Specifying the pull in voltage and the natural frequency creates a 

maximum allowable size. 

Consequently, the design problem changes from a geometry optimization to a manufacturing 

feasibility:  For a given pull-in voltage and a given natural frequency, is it possible to manufacture a beam 

small enough to meet the constraints? 

The elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density, were not included in this analysis because of 

the designers severe limitations on the material.  To fabricate a device in the nano-scale, very specific 

materials must be used.  The designer is not allowed to “search” for a material with a specified property.  

The material used is largely dictated by the process used to fabricate the device. 
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Gap distance was also not included in this analysis because the results are trivial.  The gap 

distance does not affect the natural frequency while it greatly affects the pull-in voltage.  The smaller the 

gap distance, the lower the pull-in voltage.  Consequently, the designer should use the smallest gap 

dimension possible. 

4.3:  Solution Feasibility 
 A sample geometry capable of a 1 GHz natural frequency and a pull voltage less than 1V is 

shown in Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 

 
Figure 4.3.1:  Natural Frequency of 1.09 GHz 
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Figure 4.3.2:  Pull-in voltage of .99 Volts 

The dimensions needed to create a cantilever with the desired properties can be seen in the figures.  The 

smallest dimension is the cantilever width of 5 μm.  Current photolithography techniques can fabricate 

features as small as 50 nm or 100 times smaller than required.  In conclusion, a device with a natural 

frequency higher than 1GHz and a pull-in voltage less than 1 volt can indeed be manufactured with 

current nano-manufacturing techniques. 

4.4:  Communication Prototype Considerations 
 A communication prototype is to be constructed.  The feasibility of the prototype can be 

determined using the methods shown earlier in this chapter.  The communication prototype should safely 

demonstrate the concept of actuating a cantilever beam with a voltage source.  The important design 

variables become the pull-in voltage and the geometry (size of the beam). 

 The pull-in voltage must be below 12 volts.  Voltages higher than 12 V create a safety hazard 

(electrocution) to onlookers unaware of the components of the system.  Beam geometry must be large 

enough to manufacture from a cheap material for less than $200 (combined project budget of ME and EE 

team).  Additionally, the gap distance must be large enough for an average human to be able to see the 

motion of the cantilever.  The natural frequency is set by these factors (the designer cannot control it in 

this case).  Consequently, the design must only be optimized with respect to the pull-in voltage.  Such an 

optimization implies a height and width as small as possible with a length as long as possible. 
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 The properties of an aluminum (elemental properties) cantilever can be seen in Figure 4.4.1.  The 

relevant geometries are 1 mm height, width, and gap and .5 m length.  These values are actually not 

realistic due to the fact that the beam is 500 times longer than it is wide or tall.  Even with such an 

unrealistically small beam, the pull in voltage is still over 72 volts.  Such a high pull-in voltage given an 

optimal geometric beam implies a material with a lower modulus and a smaller gap distance is required. 

 One possibility is to use a plastic (low modulus material) beam and coat the bottom with a 

conductive material.  The modulus could be lowered to 1 or 2 GPa (from 62 GPa) using such a method.  

Another possibility is to shrink the gap distance and make the beam extend past the gap.  Such a method 

would magnify the output of the beam and allow a smaller gap distance to yield visible cantilever motion.  

More realistic values for the communication prototype can be seen in Figure 4.4.2.  

 
Figure 4.4.1:  Pull-in voltage of unrealistic beam 
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Figure 4.4.2:  Pull in voltage of realistic beam (Natural Frequency is 39 Hz)  

 

The aspect ratio of the beam in Figure 4.4.2 has been lowered from 500 to 100.  The gap has also been 

lowered to .1 mm.  Such a small displacement would be difficult to see.  Adding length past the gap will 

not affect the pull-in voltage but would magnify the motion of the cantilever.  It would also lower the 

natural frequency, but as stated above, the natural frequency is not a driving factor in this design. 

After investigation in the machine shop, it was determined that the thinnest possible aluminum 

beam was .5 mm.  Unfortunately, an aluminum beam .5 mm thick will deflect under its own weight if it is 

cantilevered more than approximately 10 cm.  Consequently, the final dimensions of the communication 

prototype will be thickness = .5 mm, width = 1 cm, length = 10 cm, and gap distance = 1 mm.  The 

estimated natural frequency of such a beam is 379 Hz and the pull-in voltage is 1.3 kV. 

The pull-in voltage of the communication prototype is a much higher voltage than we can safely 

apply to the system.  It is assumed the beam will not be “pulled-in”.  However, it is possible the deflection 

will be large enough to visualize when the cantilever is operated at its natural frequency. 

 

Chapter 5: Design Evaluation 
5.1: Design Overview 

The selection of the separate source design was advantageous over the rest of the designs 

considered as shown in the Concept Generation and Selection Chapter. Out of all the possibilities, it was 
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the only design that was able to eliminate all leakage currents that are associated with typical MOSFETs 

in the micro or nano scale. 

 

Figure 5.1.1 NMOS and the current leakages affecting it. 

5.2: Evaluation 
The cantilever based MOS design shown in Figure 2.2.2 controls the potential difference between 

the source and gate terminals.  The transistor drain current when the gate voltage is zero is known as the 

‘off’ current.  The NMOS in Fig. 5.2.2 has an ‘Off’ current of 20pA and 4pA at drain voltages of 2.5V and 

0.1V, respectively. 

As shown in table 5.2.1, the current leakages are grouped based on the state at which the device 

is operating; ‘On’, ‘Off’, and ‘Transition’.  

 
Fig. 5.2.2 Log (ID) versus V at two different drain voltages for 20µ x 0.4-µm n-channel transistor in a 

0.35µ-m CMOS process 
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Current label on 
Fig. 5.1.1 

Name of Current Leakage Leakage 
State 

Generic 
NMOS 

Separate Source Cantilever 
based NMOS 

I1 reverse-bias pn junction 
leakage 

On and 
Off 

Existent Nonexistent 

I2 subthreshold leakage Off Existent Nonexistent 

I3 oxide tunneling current On and 
Off  

Existent Partially existent 

I4 gate current due to hot-
carrier injection 

Transition 
and Off 

Existent Partially existent 

I5 GIDL Off Existent Nonexistent 

I6 channel punch-through 
current 

Off Existent Nonexistent 

 
Table 5.2.1 Table showing the different current leakages and how they affect regular NMOS devices as 

compared to the separate source cantilever based NMOS. 

 

The separate source cantilever design chosen is electrically isolated from the source to drain 

voltage in the device when it is in the ‘Off’ state.  Consequently, all the leakage currents associated with 

the ‘Off’ state will not exist in our design.   However the ‘On’ state and ‘Transition’ state will still have 

associated leakages in our device.  The ‘On’ state and ‘Transition’ state leakage currents are very small 

compared to the current leakages associated with the ‘Off’ state. As a result, our client approves of the 

design option selected. 

 

# Metric Importance Units Marginal Value 
Ideal 
Value 

Actual 
Value 

1 Cantilever Bottom to Substrate Distance 1 μm 4 2 1 

1 Device Width 1 μm 20 10 8 

1 Device Height 1 μm 10 5 5 

1 Device Length 1 μm 200 100 100 

2,12 Pull-in Voltage 1 V 5 1 1 

3,16 Natural Frequency 1 GHz 1 4 1 
Table 5.2.2:  Final Product Design Specification 

 Table 5.2.2 shows the final Product Design Specifications marginal, ideal, and 

actual/theoretical value (also reference section 4.3).  All of the most important metrics were achieved at or 

above ideal values. 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusions 
6.1:  General Summary of Cantilever System 
 The Cantilever Based Field Effect Transistor project was an investigation into the feasibility of 

integrating an electrical building block, the field effect transistor, and a mechanical system, a cantilever 

beam.  Two areas were analyzed to determine the viability; the pull in voltage and the natural frequency.  

The analysis was performed by varying six cantilever properties: height, width, length, gap distance, 

modulus of elasticity, and density. 

 The pull-in voltage is a function of the cantilever beam’s height, length, and gap distance, and its 

modulus of elasticity.  A beam with a short height, long length, small gap distance and low modulus of 

elasticity will have a low pull-in voltage and is the most favorable.  The width was not included because it 

has a negligible contribution to the pull-in voltage and the density was not included because it has no 

effect on the pull-in voltage. 

 The natural frequency is a function of the cantilever beam’s height, length, and modulus of 

elasticity.  A beam with a large height, small length, high modulus of elasticity, and low density will have a 

high natural frequency and is the most favorable.  The width and gap distance were not included because 

they have no contribution to the natural frequency. 

 Combining the two areas leads to an optimized beam.  Figure 6.1.1 is an example of a merit 

function relating the pull in voltage and the natural frequency (also reference Equation 3.4.1).  As can be 

seen from the figure, a beam with a small width and a small height is the most optimal.  Intuitively, the 

small height needed for a small pull in voltage is more important than the large height required for a high 

natural frequency.  The width’s negligible effect on the pull-in voltage is most optimal if it is small 

(although, it has little effect).  The length has no effect on the merit function-the positive effect of a higher 

natural frequency is exactly canceled by the negative effect of a higher pull-in voltage required.  The 

density (not included in Figure 6.1.1) is most optimal at the smallest value possible (because a large 

density only negatively affects the natural frequency).  The gap distance is also most optimal at the 

smallest possible value (because a large gap distance negatively affects the pull-in voltage).  The overall 

effect of the modulus of elasticity was not investigated due to time constraints. 

 In conclusions, referencing sections 4.3 and 5.2, a cantilever can be constructed with current 

nano-manufacturing technology with a pull-in voltage less than 1 V and a natural frequency greater than 

1GHz (Section 5.2 and Table 5.2.2 list exact dimensions, pull-in voltage, and natural frequency).  The 

design process presented in lecture did not aid in this discovery.  The pull-in voltage and the natural 

frequency are functions of the physical cantilever system, not a design process.  However, the lecture 

series did help our group focus our attention on these two parameters.  Additionally, the lectures on 

concept selection also helped our group to formulate an analytical method to choose the separate source 

design. 
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Figure 6.1.1:  Merit Function Relating the Pull-in Voltage and the Natural Frequency 

 

6.2:  Summary of Communication Prototype 
 A working communication prototype was not found to be feasible.  The mechanism that drives the 

pull-in voltage is electrostatic force.  This force is proportional to 1/r2 where ‘r’ is the gap distance.  The 

electrostatic force is very small at large gap distances.  Consequently, it was not possible to fabricate a 

small enough gap distance to allow for an acceptable pull-in voltage. 

 We tried to magnify the defection of the prototype by shining a laser beam off of the end of the 

cantilever and reflecting it to a far away point (derivations of the reflected deflection can be found in 

Appendix E).  Unfortunately, the deflection was still too small to visualize. 

 Our group decided not to use a different mechanism to drive the pull-in.  Using a different 

mechanism would have required research to determine a feasible solution and a significant amount of 

modeling to determine appropriate construction parameters.  Our group did not discover that electrostatic 

forces were too small to pull-in a scaled up model until late in the project.  Consequently, we did not have 

time to complete this step.  Our final communication prototype will be a visual aid only. 

 
6.3:  Recommendations 
 The natural frequency model is much more inaccurate than the pull-in model.  The natural 

frequency model utilizes an “effective mass” from a Rayleigh-Ritz method, a static force, and a static 
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spring.  A full Rayleigh-Ritz method includes an effective mass, effective force, and effective spring to 

create a more accurate model.  Such a model would give a more accurate natural frequency due to an 

initial condition.  If an actual simulation is desired, a “modal analysis” needs to be performed.  “Advanced 

Vibration Analysis” by Graham S. Kelley is a good starting point for research into a cantilever modal 

analysis. 

The overall effects of the modulus of elasticity were also not studied.  Our group did not focus on 

this parameter because material selection is much more limited in scope than possible geometries.  

However, this parameter still deserves attention.  One possible method is to vary the modulus and the 

height and plot the merit function listed in Equation 3.4.1 to determine whether high or low modulus 

materials are more favorable. 

Finally, thermal and fatigue analyses were not included in our study.  The main goal of our project 

was to minimize power consumption.  A thermal analysis would yield information on how much heat is 

dissipated from the structure due to electrical and mechanical processes and would be an indicator of the 

benefits of a Cantilever FET over a tradition FET. 

A fatigue analysis is equally as important.  The goal of the device was to operate at 1 GHz.  This 

implies 1 billion cycles in 1 second!  A device operating at this frequency will be highly susceptible to 

fatigue failures.  An analysis and “fatigue optimization” would be useful to minimize the risks of such 

failures. 

 
 

 
6.4:  Future Direction 
 The next step in the project is to complete the analyses listed above.  After this step is complete, 

it would be feasible to construct an alpha prototype in the micro/nano scale.  The alpha prototype could 

then be compared to other CMOS devices of similar scale.  Such an analysis would yield information the 

actual performance of the new design with respect to traditional designs.  This information could be used 

to determine if the concept is commercially feasible. 
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Appendix A:  Concept Generation 
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Appendix B:  A closed-form model for the pull in voltage of electostatically 

actuated cantilever beams 
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Appendix C:  Custom Matlab Analysis Program (file must be named 

“beam_opt.m”) 
function beam_opt(option) 
  
if nargin<1 
    option = 'initialize'; 
end % end nargin 
  
global plot_choice width height length gap_distance density young_mod m_eff 
epsilon_o epsilon_relative voltage k_flag nu parbox 
  
if strcmp(option,'initialize') % initialize the program 
  
    % initialize variables 
    plot_choice = 31; 
    width = 50e-6; % beam width, m 
    height = 3e-6; % beam height, m 
    length = 100e-6; % beam length, m 
    gap_distance = 1e-6; % gap distance, m 
    density = 2600; % beam density, kg/m^3 
    young_mod = 169e9; % young's modulus, Pa 
    nu = .32; % Poisson's ratio, unitless 
    m_eff = 104/405; % effective mass, less than 1 
    epsilon_o = 8.8541878176e-12; % permittivity in a capacitor, F/m 
    epsilon_relative = 1; % permittivity of air, F/m 
    voltage = 5; % capacitive plate voltage, volts 
    k_flag = 2; % loading option 
     
    clf; % clears the figure window 
  
    hold on; hold off; % clean up any previous holds 
  
    % create the figure window 
    fig1 = figure(1); % get the handle to a new figure window 
    set(fig1,'Position',[50 50 500 600], 'NumberTitle','off', 'Name','Beam 
Optimization Program'); 
    axis off; 
  
    % setup the figure window menubar and associated options 
  
    set(fig1, 'MenuBar','none'); 
    file_menu = uimenu(fig1,'Label','File'); 
        print_option = uimenu(file_menu,'Label','Print', 
'Callback','printdlg'); 
        export_option = uimenu(file_menu,'Label','Export', 'Callback','print 
-djpeg'); 
        exit_option = uimenu(file_menu,'Label','Exit', 'Callback','close'); 
    var_menu = uimenu(fig1, 'Label','Variables'); 
        geometry_option = uimenu(var_menu, 'Label','Geometry Variables'); 
            width_option = uimenu(geometry_option, 'Label','Maximum Width', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_width'')'); 
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            height_option = uimenu(geometry_option, 'Label','Maximum Height', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_height'')'); 
            length_option = uimenu(geometry_option, 'Label','Length', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_length'')'); 
            gap_option = uimenu(geometry_option, 'Label','Gap Distance', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_gap_distance'')'); 
        material_option = uimenu(var_menu, 'Label','Material Variables'); 
            density_option = uimenu(material_option, 'Label','Density', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_density'')'); 
            modulus_option = uimenu(material_option, 'Label','Youngs 
Modulus', 'Callback','beam_opt(''set_E'')'); 
            poisson_option = uimenu(material_option, 'Label','Poissons 
Ratio', 'Callback','beam_opt(''set_nu'')'); 
        loading_option = uimenu(var_menu, 'Label','Loading Variables'); 
            voltage_option = uimenu(loading_option, 'Label','Voltage', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_voltage'')'); 
            int_load_option = uimenu(loading_option, 'Label','Loading'); 
                end_load_option = uimenu(int_load_option, 'Label','Point End 
Load', 'Callback','beam_opt(''set_end_load'')'); 
                even_dist_load_option = uimenu(int_load_option, 
'Label','Evenly Distributed Load', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_even_dist_load'')'); 
                uneven_dist_load_option = uimenu(int_load_option, 
'Label','Unevenly Distributed Load', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''set_uneven_dist_load'')'); 
        reset_option = uimenu(var_menu, 'Label','Reset All', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''reset'')'); 
    plot_menu = uimenu(fig1, 'Label','Plot'); 
        two_d_plot_menu = uimenu(plot_menu, 'Label','2D Plots'); 
            stiffness_plot_menu = uimenu(two_d_plot_menu, 
'Label','Stiffness'); 
                k_width_option = uimenu(stiffness_plot_menu, 'Label','Width 
vs Stiffness', 'Callback','beam_opt(''k_width_plot'')'); 
                k_height_option = uimenu(stiffness_plot_menu, 'Label','Height 
vs Stiffness', 'Callback','beam_opt(''k_height_plot'')'); 
                k_length_option = uimenu(stiffness_plot_menu, 'Label','Length 
vs Stiffness', 'Callback','beam_opt(''k_length_plot'')'); 
            freq_plot_menu = uimenu(two_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Natural 
Frequency'); 
                freq_width_option = uimenu(freq_plot_menu, 'Label','Width vs 
Natural Frequency', 'Callback','beam_opt(''wn_width_plot'')'); 
                freq_height_option = uimenu(freq_plot_menu, 'Label','Height 
vs Natural Frequency', 'Callback','beam_opt(''wn_height_plot'')'); 
                freq_length_option = uimenu(freq_plot_menu, 'Label','Length 
vs Natural Frequency', 'Callback','beam_opt(''wn_length_plot'')'); 
            capac_plot_menu = uimenu(two_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Capacitive 
Force'); 
                force_vs_dist_option = uimenu(capac_plot_menu, 'Label','Gap 
Distance vs Force', 'Callback','beam_opt(''force_vs_dist_plot'')'); 
                force_vs_voltage_option = uimenu(capac_plot_menu, 
'Label','Voltage vs Force', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''force_vs_voltage_plot'')'); 
        three_d_plot_menu = uimenu(plot_menu, 'Label','3D Plots'); 
            mass_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Mass', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''mass_plot'')'); 
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            k_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Stiffness', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''k_plot'')'); 
            freq_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Natural 
Frequency', 'Callback','beam_opt(''wn_plot'')'); 
            force_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Capacitive 
Force'); 
                force1_option = uimenu(force_option, 'Label','Gap, Voltage', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''force1_plot'')'); 
                force2_option = uimenu(force_option, 'Label','Width, Length', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''force2_plot'')'); 
            pull_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Pull Voltage'); 
                pull1_plot = uimenu(pull_option, 'Label','Height and Length', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''pull1_plot'')'); 
                pull2_plot = uimenu(pull_option, 'Label','Width and Length', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''pull2_plot'')'); 
                pull3_plot = uimenu(pull_option, 'Label','Height and Width', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''pull3_plot'')'); 
            merit_option = uimenu(three_d_plot_menu, 'Label','Merit 
Function'); 
                k_wn_merit_option = uimenu(merit_option, 'Label','Natural 
Frequency and Stiffness'); 
                    k_wn_h_l_option = 
uimenu(k_wn_merit_option,'Label','Height and Length', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot1'')'); 
                    k_wn_w_l_option = uimenu(k_wn_merit_option,'Label','Width 
and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot2'')'); 
                    k_wn_h_w_option = 
uimenu(k_wn_merit_option,'Label','Height and Width', 
'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot3'')'); 
                f_k_merit_option = uimenu(merit_option, 'Label','Force and 
Stiffness'); 
                    f_k_h_l_option = uimenu(f_k_merit_option, 'Label','Height 
and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot4'')'); 
                    f_k_w_l_option = uimenu(f_k_merit_option, 'Label','Width 
and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot5'')'); 
                    f_k_h_w_option = uimenu(f_k_merit_option, 'Label','Height 
and Width', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot6'')'); 
                wn_f_merit_option = uimenu(merit_option, 'Label','Natural 
Frequency and Force'); 
                    wn_f_h_l_option = uimenu(wn_f_merit_option, 
'Label','Height and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot7'')'); 
                    wn_f_w_l_option = uimenu(wn_f_merit_option, 
'Label','Width and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot8'')'); 
                    wn_f_h_w_option = uimenu(wn_f_merit_option, 
'Label','Height and Width', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot9'')'); 
                total_merit_option = uimenu(merit_option, 'Label','Natural 
Frequency and Pull Voltage'); 
                    wn_pull_h_l = uimenu(total_merit_option, 'Label','Height 
and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot10'')'); 
                    wn_pull_w_l = uimenu(total_merit_option, 'Label','Width 
and Length', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot11'')'); 
                    wn_pull_h_w = uimenu(total_merit_option, 'Label','Height 
and Width', 'Callback','beam_opt(''merit_plot12'')'); 
                     
    %=== Bug Fix / Recommended by Mathworks === 
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    m = uimenu(fig1); drawnow; delete(m); %force menu redraw 
    %========================================== 
     
    parbox = uicontrol(fig1,'Style','Text','String','Space for Rent'); 
    set(parbox,'visible','off'); 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_width') 
    width_temp = width; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Beam Width (m)','Change 
Width',1,{num2str(width_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        width_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (width_temp > 0) & (width_temp <= 1); 
            width = width_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Width must be greater than 0 and less than 
1','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_height') 
    height_temp = height; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Beam Height (m)','Change 
Height',1,{num2str(height_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        height_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (height_temp > 0) & (height_temp <= 1); 
            height = height_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Height must be greater than 0 and less than 
1','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_length') 
    length_temp = length; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Beam Length (m)','Change 
Length',1,{num2str(length_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
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        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        length_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (length_temp > 0) & (length_temp <= 1); 
            length = length_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Length must be greater than 0 and less than 
1','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
  
elseif strcmp(option,'set_gap_distance') 
    gap_distance_temp = gap_distance; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Gap Distance (m)','Change Gap 
Distance',1,{num2str(gap_distance_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to 
number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        gap_distance_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (gap_distance_temp > 0) & (gap_distance_temp <= .05); 
            gap_distance = gap_distance_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Gap Distance must be greater than 0 and less 
than .05','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_density') 
    density_temp = density; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Density (kg/m^3)','Change 
Density',1,{num2str(density_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        density_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (density_temp > 0) & (density_temp <= 10000); 
            density = density_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Density must be greater than 0 and less than 
1E4','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
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    beam_opt('update_graph') 
  
elseif strcmp(option,'set_E') 
    young_mod_temp = young_mod; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Youngs Modulus (Pa)','Change Youngs 
Modulus',1,{num2str(young_mod_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to 
number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        young_mod_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (young_mod_temp > 0) & (young_mod_temp <= 1000000000000); 
            young_mod = young_mod_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Youngs modulus must be greater than 0 and less 
than 1E11','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_nu') 
    nu_temp = nu; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Poissons Ratio','Change Poissons 
Ratio',1,{num2str(nu_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        nu_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (nu_temp > 0) & (nu_temp < 1); 
            nu = nu_temp; 
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Poissons Ratio must be greater than 0 and less 
than 1','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_end_load') 
    m_eff = 33/140; 
    k_flag = 1; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_even_dist_load') 
    m_eff = 104/405; 
    k_flag = 2; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
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elseif strcmp(option,'set_uneven_dist_load') 
    m_eff = 1; % if 1, still needs to be calculated 
    k_flag = 3; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'set_voltage') 
    voltage_temp = voltage; 
    temp = inputdlg('Enter Plate Voltage (V)','Change 
Voltage',1,{num2str(voltage_temp)}); % convert from cell to string to number 
  
    if ~isempty(temp); 
        temp = temp{1}; % access the cell array and get the string entered 
        voltage_temp = str2num(temp); % change the string to a number 
  
        % Check if its valid: if not, reject it 
        if (voltage_temp > 0) & (voltage_temp < 1000); 
            voltage = voltage_temp;     
        else 
            uiwait(errordlg('Voltage must be greater than 0 and less than 
1000','Input Error','modal')) 
        end; % end error check 
  
    end; % end isempty 
    beam_opt('update_graph')     
     
elseif strcmp(option,'reset') 
    width = .1; % beam width, m 
    height = .1; % beam height, m 
    length = 1; % beam length, m 
    gap_distance = .01; 
    density = 7850; % beam density, kg/m^3 
    young_mod = 200000000000; % young's modulus, Pa 
    m_eff = 104/405; % effective mass, less than 1 
    voltage = 5; 
    k_flag = 1; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'k_width_plot') 
    plot_choice = 21; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'k_height_plot') 
    plot_choice = 22; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'k_length_plot') 
    plot_choice = 23; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'wn_width_plot') 
    plot_choice = 24; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
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elseif strcmp(option,'wn_height_plot') 
    plot_choice = 25; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'wn_length_plot') 
    plot_choice = 26; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'force_vs_dist_plot') 
    plot_choice = 27; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'force_vs_voltage_plot') 
    plot_choice = 28; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'mass_plot') 
    plot_choice = 31; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'k_plot') 
    plot_choice = 32; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'wn_plot') 
    plot_choice = 33; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'force1_plot') 
    plot_choice = 34; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'force2_plot') 
    plot_choice = 35; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot1') 
    plot_choice = 36; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot2') 
    plot_choice = 37; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot3') 
    plot_choice = 38; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot4') 
    plot_choice = 39; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot5') 
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    plot_choice = 40; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot6') 
    plot_choice = 41; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot7') 
    plot_choice = 42; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot8') 
    plot_choice = 43; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot9') 
    plot_choice = 44; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'pull1_plot') 
       plot_choice = 45; 
       beam_opt('update_graph') 
        
elseif strcmp(option,'pull2_plot') 
    plot_choice = 46; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'pull3_plot') 
    plot_choice = 47; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot10') 
    plot_choice = 48; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
        
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot11') 
    plot_choice = 49; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'merit_plot12') 
    plot_choice = 50; 
    beam_opt('update_graph') 
     
elseif strcmp(option,'update_graph') 
  
    if plot_choice == 21 % plot width vs stiffness 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100     
            Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1 
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; % max 
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            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; % if 1, still needs to be calculated 
            end 
        end 
         
        plot(w,k) 
        xlabel('Width, m') 
        ylabel('Stiffness, Nm') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 22 % plot height vs stiffness 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
            Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1 
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; % if 1, still needs to calculated 
            end 
        end 
         
        plot(h,k) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Stiffness, Nm') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 23 % plot length vs stiffness 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
            Inert = (1/12)*width*height^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1  
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(i)^3; 
            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(i)^4; 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
         
        plot(l,k) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Stiffness, Nm') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 24 % plot width vs natural frequency 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
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            Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1 
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/(length^3); 
            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/(length^4); 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; 
            end 
             
            m(i) = length*w(i)*height*density*m_eff; 
             
            if(w(i)==0) 
                nat_freq(i) = 0; 
            else 
                nat_freq(i) = sqrt(k(i)/m(i)); 
            end 
        end 
         
        plot(w,nat_freq) 
        xlabel('Width, m') 
        ylabel('Natural Frequency, Hz') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 25 % plot height vs natural frequency 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
            Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1 
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/(length^3); 
            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/(length^4); 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; 
            end 
             
            m(i) = length*width*h(i)*density*m_eff; 
  
            if(h(i)==0) 
                nat_freq(i) = 0; 
            else 
                nat_freq(i) = sqrt(k(i)/m(i)); 
            end 
        end 
             
        plot(h,nat_freq) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Natural Frequency, Hz') 
             
    elseif plot_choice == 26 % plot length vs natural frequency 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
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        for i=1:100 
            Inert = (1/12)*width*height^3; 
             
            if k_flag == 1 
                k(i) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/(l(i)^3); 
            elseif k_flag == 2 
                k(i) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/(l(i)^4); 
            elseif k_flag == 3 
                k(i) = 1; 
            end 
             
            m(i) = l(i)*width*height*density*m_eff; 
            nat_freq(i) = sqrt(k(i)/m(i)); 
        end 
         
        plot(l,nat_freq) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Natural Frequency, Hz') 
     
    elseif plot_choice == 27 % plot gap dist vs force 
        g = linspace(gap_distance/5,gap_distance,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
            F(i) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*length*width*voltage^2/g(i)^2; 
        end 
         
        plot(g,F) 
        xlabel('Gap, m') 
        ylabel('Force, N') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 28 % plot voltage vs force 
        v = linspace(voltage/5,voltage,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 
            F(i) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*length*width*v(i)^2/gap_distance^2; 
        end 
         
        plot(v,F) 
        xlabel('Voltage, V') 
        ylabel('Force, N') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 31 % plot mass 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % width 
                m(i,j) = w(j)*h(i)*length*density; 
            end 
        end 
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        [X,Y] = meshgrid(w,h); 
        mesh(X,Y,m) 
        xlabel('Width, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Beam mass, kg') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 32 % plot stiffness 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % width 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(j)*h(i)^3; 
  
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(w,h); 
        mesh(X,Y,k) 
        xlabel('Width, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Stiffness, Nm') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 33 % plot natural frequency 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                if (width>=(5*h(i))) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                 
                Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = width*h(i)*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
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                if (h(i)==0) 
                    nat_freq(i,j) = 0; 
                else 
                    nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                    %nat_freq(i,j) = 
3.52*sqrt((modified_E*Inert)/((m(i,j)/length)*length^4)); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        mesh(X,Y,nat_freq) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Natural Frequency, Hz') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Natural Frequency: %.0f',nat_freq(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,150,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 34 % plot force of gap, distance 
        g = linspace(gap_distance/5,gap_distance,100); 
        v = linspace(voltage/5,voltage,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % voltage 
            for j=1:100 % gap 
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*length*width*v(i)^2/g(j)^2; 
            end 
        end 
         
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(g,v); 
        surf(X,Y,F) 
        xlabel('Gap Distance, m') 
        ylabel('Voltage, V') 
        zlabel('Force, N') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 35 % plot force of length, width 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*l(j)*w(i)*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
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            end 
        end 
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        surf(X,Y,F) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Force, N') 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 36 % plot height and length merit (wn/k) 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = width*h(i)*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_height = h(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        mesh(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
        title('Merit Function of Natural Frequency/Stiffness') 
  
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
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        set(parbox,'visible','on');    
  
    elseif plot_choice == 37 % plot width and length merit (wn/k) 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = w(i)*height*l(j)*density*m_eff;     
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_width = w(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        mesh(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',height); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 38 % plot height and width merit (wn/k) 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
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        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % width 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(j)*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = w(j)*h(i)*length*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_width = w(j); 
                    optimum_height = h(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(w,h); 
        mesh(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Width, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(j)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',length); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 39 % plot height and length merit (f/k) important-
does not depend on width 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
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                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
  
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*l(j)*width*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_height = h(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
    
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on');    
  
    elseif plot_choice == 40 % plot width and length merit (f/k) 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
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                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*l(j)*w(i)*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_width = w(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
                 
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',height); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 41 % plot height and width merit (f/k) 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % height 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*h(j)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
  
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*length*w(i)*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)/k(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_height = h(j); 
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                    optimum_width = w(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(h,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(j)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',length); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 42 % plot height and length merit (wn*f) 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
  
                m(i,j) = width*h(i)*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*l(j)*width*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)*nat_freq(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_height = h(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
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        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
        title('Merit Function of F*Natural Frequency') 
  
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on');    
  
    elseif plot_choice == 43 % plot width and length merit (wn*f) 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
  
                m(i,j) = w(i)*height*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*l(j)*w(i)*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)*nat_freq(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_length = l(j); 
                    optimum_width = w(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
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        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',height); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 44 % plot height and width merit (wn*f) 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
        merit_max = 0; 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % height 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*h(j)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
  
                m(i,j) = w(i)*h(j)*length*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                F(i,j) = 
.5*epsilon_o*epsilon_relative*length*w(i)*voltage^2/gap_distance^2; 
                merit(i,j) = F(i,j)*nat_freq(i,j); % want maximum 
                 
                if merit(i,j) >= merit_max 
                    merit_max = merit(i,j); 
                    optimum_height = h(j); 
                    optimum_width = w(i); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(h,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, unitless') 
                 
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(j)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
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        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',length); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 45 % height and length pull voltage 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
             
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                if (width>=(5*h(i))) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*h(i)^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*l(j)^4*((5/(6*gap_dis
tance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*width^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*l(j)^.7
5))+(4*h(i)^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*width))))); 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        surf(X,Y,V_pull) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Pull Voltage, V') 
  
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Pull Voltage: %f',V_pull(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
  
     
    elseif plot_choice == 46 % width and length pull voltage 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                if (w(i)>=(5*height)) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
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                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*height^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*l(j)^4*((5/(6*gap_d
istance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*w(i)^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*l(j)^.
75))+(4*height^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*w(i)))))); 
            end 
        end 
         
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        surf(X,Y,V_pull) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Pull Voltage, V') 
  
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',height); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Pull Voltage: %f',V_pull(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
     
    elseif plot_choice == 47 % width and height pull voltage 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % height 
                if (w(i)>=(5*h(j))) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*h(j)^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*length^4*((5/(6*gap_d
istance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*w(i)^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*length
^.75))+(4*h(j)^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*w(i)))))); 
            end 
        end 
         
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(h,w); 
        surf(X,Y,V_pull) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Pull Voltage, V') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(j)); 
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        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',length); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Pull Voltage: %f',V_pull(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
         
    elseif plot_choice == 48 % height and length 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % height 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                if (width>=(5*h(i))) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*h(i)^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*l(j)^4*((5/(6*gap_dis
tance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*width^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*l(j)^.7
5))+(4*h(i)^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*width))))); 
  
                Inert = (1/12)*width*h(i)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = width*h(i)*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/V_pull(i,j); 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,h); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Height, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, Unitless') 
                 
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(i)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',width); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
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        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on');    
     
    elseif plot_choice == 49 % width and length 
        l = linspace(length/5,length,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % length 
                if (w(i)>=(5*height)) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*height^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*l(j)^4*((5/(6*gap_d
istance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*w(i)^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*l(j)^.
75))+(4*height^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*w(i)))))); 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*height^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/l(j)^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = w(i)*height*l(j)*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/V_pull(i,j); 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(l,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Length, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, Unitless') 
             
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',height); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',l(j)); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
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    elseif plot_choice == 50 % height and width 
        h = linspace(height/5,height,100); 
        w = linspace(width/5,width,100); 
         
        for i=1:100 % width 
            for j=1:100 % height 
                if (w(i)>=(5*h(j))) 
                    modified_E = young_mod/(1-nu^2); 
                else 
                    modified_E = young_mod; 
                end 
                V_pull(i,j) = 
sqrt((2*modified_E*h(j)^3*gap_distance)/(8.37*epsilon_o*length^4*((5/(6*gap_d
istance^2))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*w(i)^.75))+(.19/(gap_distance^1.25*length
^.75))+(4*h(j)^.5/(gap_distance^1.5*w(i)))))); 
                Inert = (1/12)*w(i)*h(j)^3; 
                 
                if k_flag == 1 
                    k(i,j) = (3*young_mod*Inert)/length^3; 
                elseif k_flag == 2 
                    k(i,j) = (8*young_mod*Inert)/length^4; 
                elseif k_flag == 3 
                    k(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
                 
                m(i,j) = w(i)*h(j)*length*density*m_eff; 
                nat_freq(i,j) = sqrt(k(i,j)/m(i,j)); 
                %nat_freq(i,j) = 
3.52*sqrt((modified_E*Inert)/((m(i,j)/length)*length^4)); 
                merit(i,j) = nat_freq(i,j)/V_pull(i,j); 
            end 
        end 
  
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(h,w); 
        surf(X,Y,merit) 
        xlabel('Height, m') 
        ylabel('Width, m') 
        zlabel('Merit, Unitless') 
         
        str{1} = 'Design Parameters'; 
        str{2} = sprintf('Height : %f m',h(j)); 
        str{3} = sprintf('Width : %f m',w(i)); 
        str{4} = sprintf('Length: %f m',length); 
        str{5} = sprintf('Gap Distance: %f m',gap_distance); 
        str{6} = sprintf('Youngs Modulus: %.0f Pa',young_mod); 
        str{7} = sprintf('Poissons Ratio: %0.2f',nu); 
        str{8} = sprintf('Merit: %f',merit(i,j)); 
        set(parbox,'String',str); 
        set(parbox,'Position',[320,320,140,130]); 
        set(parbox,'visible','on'); 
  
    end % end plot_choice 
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end % end main program 
 

 

 

Appendix D:  Budget 
EE Budget: $200 
 
Electrical Parts Product Number Price 
CMOS Timer LMC555  (3) $3.86 
H.M. Trim pot 1M 
ohms 

Hpt.-1M $1.25 

H.M. Trim pot 2M 
ohms 

Hpt.-2M $1.98 

 
Printing Materials Price 
Rough Poster $ 96.64 (reinstated) 
Final Poster $96.64 

 

Supporting Materials Price 

Flat Head Screw Driver  $4.00 

Holder Weller 8000 $23.88 

HD Test clip 2 27/32 long ¾ opening $1.71 

 

Total money used:  $133.32 
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Appendix E:  Reflected Deflection 
Why we can not see the deflection of the laser beam which magnifies the deflection of the beam? 

We decided to calculate the expected deflection of the laser beam  which is reflected by the 

cantilever beam. 
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Assumptions 

 a(length of the beam) : 0.09m 
 d(deflection of the tip of the beam) : 3*10^‐6m 
 The distance between the tip of the cantilever and the detector 
 The angle between the cantilever and the laser beam 
 The deflection of the laser beam by upward deflection of the beam 
 Total deflection = 2*  

 
a(m)  d(m) 

     

0.09  3*10^‐6  2 10 0.000137

0.09  3*10^‐6  2 30 0.000178

0.09  3*10^‐6  2 50 0.000323

0.09  3*10^‐6  3 33 0.000284

 

Thus, the expected maximum total deflection of the laser beam on the detector is 0.1*few millimeter. 

The maximum values of   are from the constraint of the possible height  of the design booth. We 

set the height as 2m.  

It is still hard to see even though we tried to magnify the deflection of the beam. Moreover, since the 
laser was scattered, it was hard to see the vibration of the laser beam.  

 

We come up with an idea to magnify the deflection. 
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However, this idea still has problems below. 

 Since there would be light in Design show booth, it is hard to recognize the scattered laser beam. 
 Since the laser beam is not a single point because of scattering, the beam will not be reflected as 

we expected. 
 The mirrors are really hard to set up because they need exact angles and locations. 

 


